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Spruce up your big day with the freshest blooms
— and go off the beaten garden path

Say it with
flowers

BY KAREN ANN MONSY
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LATITUDE CREATIONS

Three, four or seven tiers — who’s to tell how high your love can go?
The vertical composition is a classic, but the unstructured option has contemporary

written all over it. What’s yours gonna be?
1. Three-tiered cake featuring carefully shaped butterflies and red blossoms

2. Four elegantly designed white cakes for a royalty-inspired wedding symbol

3. Seven-tier wedding cake decorated with handmade sugar treats and gold coins
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Bride resplendantly dressed up in
embellished couture, and kundan jewellery.

Photographer: Anson Antony,
Oneness Media
Model: Graciela Pischner
Location: House of Curry, The Beach
(opposite JBR), Dubai
Jewellery: Malabar Gold & Diamonds
Clothes: Studio 8
Make-up: Nehaa Shah
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A meaningful 
partnership

Wedding Wows is Khaleej Times’ annual bridal 
magazine that gives a comprehensive view of 
the business of wedding. It’s a sector that never 
goes out of fashion, and continues to evolve 
year-on-year.

The magazine looks at the multi-tasking that 
goes into making the most important day of your 
life as unforgettable as it can get. A collector’s 
item, it will serve as your ready reckoner for 
your big day — whether you want to know 
what fashion is in vogue so you can dress up in 
the best possible finery or where to plan your 
dream destination wedding or what you want 
as the perfect gift or where to go for your dream 
honeymoon. It’s a great roster where the best of 
the best is showcased.

An important 
companion 
to plan and 

prepare for the 
perfefct day
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A beautiful 
companion

There’s also a human interest angle in Wedding 
Wows, so you get to meet real-life couples on the 
pages who draw you in with narratives of own 
experiences — the proposal, meeting the in-laws, 
planning for the big day etc.

The design is cutting-edge and contemporary, 
and editorial packaging is done thoughtfully, 
ensuring all sensibilities are taken care of; the 
writing is international standard, yet chatty and 
engaging. 
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It’s your special day and there’s no reason why you
can’t celebrate your wedding day on a white sandy
beach or a rustic castle far from home. In fact, it

might just be better

Destination
Weddings

BY ROHIT NAIR

Gone are the days when weddings
were a strict familial affair, with
relatives from both sides of the

soon-to-be-wed couple gathering in
numbers large enough to fill up that fa-
mous ballroom venue that your parents
had their reception at. Uncles, aunts,
your dad’s geriatric cousins and all those
second cousins you didn’t even know
existed. It’s no wonder then, that with
increasingly nuclear city lives, weddings
havebecomemuchmorepersonalaffairs,
with many a city dweller taking the cere-
mony abroad, spending what they would
for an extended guest list on a magical
dream wedding on a sandy beach or in
an exotic European castle. And coun-
tries across the globe have answered the
calls of these vagabond couples, crafting
nigh perfect wedding packages, offering
comprehensive facilities from visas and
accommodation to marriage licences and
multi-ethnic and multi-religious themed
wedding options. The choices are many,
whether you want a quiet wedding for
just 20 or a lavish affair for 200.
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CAKES ‘N’ BAKES

Flowers, butterflies, fondant drapes and ribbons are easy ways to pretty up a cake but
quirky bride-and-groom toppers are sure to get your people talking!

1. Classic wedding cake using fondant drapes reminiscent of a bride’s gown, accented with sugar roses

2. Handmade sugar orchids complement the simple white tiers in three contrasting yet subtle icing details

3. Three-tier cake with Cornelli lace royal icing bands, a vibrant royal blue bow and vintage brooch
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22K Outrageous Multi-
shade Baked Eyeshadow
by Mikyajy

Colourful blush by
Sephora

Re(marc)able full cover con-
cealer by Marc Jacobs

Long & Curly mascara
by Inglot

AMC Pure Pigment Eye
Shadow by Inglot

Electric Blue
eyepencil
from Wow by
Wojooh

UNE Ultrablack
eyeliner K01

Bobbi Brown Shimmer
brick compact — Bronze

Sephora It Palette
Neutrals

Nail Polish by Lauren B.

AMC face blush
by Inglot
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Bridal finery from Anuj and
Shaveta’s collection

Copies

89,000
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Reach & 
visibility

With a circulation of 89000 copies, Wedding 
Wows reaches out Khaleej Times readers plus 
sective distribution at Salons, Wedding planners, 
Hotels, Boutiques.

Reader nationalities

90% 
Expats

6% 
Arab

4% 
Locals
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Our 
rates

RATES

CASUAL

DPS AED 37,000

DPS 1 AED 45,000

DPS 2 AED 42,000

DPS 3 AED 39,000

Full page AED 20,000

LOADING / PRIME POSITION

Outside back cover AED 35,000

Inside front cover Spread AED 60,000

Inside back cover AED 24,000

Facing content page AED 22,000

Specified section/page 20% Loading

Belly band AED 35,000

Front cover gatefold AED 70,000

Bound Insert AED 45,000

DIMENSIONS

DPS

Bleed w466 x h306mm

Trim w460 x h300mm

Print area w440 x h280mm

FULL PAGE

Bleed w236 x h306mm

Trim w230x h300mm

Print area w210 x h280mm

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE
The publisher reserves the right to refuse or alter any 
advertisement without prior notice and without providing any 
reasons for doing so. While every care is taken in publishing 
the advertisements neither the publication nor their agents 
accept responsibility for any inaccuracies or errors of omission/
commission or for any consequences arising from the publication 
of any advertisement.

AD MATERIAL SUPPLY
Advertising material is only acceptable in digital 
formats, using all popular software i.e Adobe CC. 
All fonts should be converted into vector outlines 
or embedded. Pictures will be in CMYK binary 
format embedded in document. Please add 
trimming and registration marks into document. 

DEADLINES FOR BOOKINGS AND 
MATERIALS
Bookings: 12 days prior to publication date.
Material: 10 days prior to publication date.
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CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS

Galadari Printing & Publishing (LLC)
P.O. Box 11243 Dubai

Sakina Mortaza

+971 50 688 7806

Tel: +971 4 338 3535

sakina@khaleejtimes.com

www.khaleejtimes.com

*In compliance to the new UAE VAT law, all invoices issued will be subject 
to additional 5% VAT.
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Wedding Wows is Khaleej Times’ annual bridal 
magazine that gives a comprehensive view of 
the business of wedding. It’s a sector that never 
goes out of fashion, and continues to evolve 
year-on-year.

The magazine looks at the multi-tasking that 
goes into making the most important day 
of your life as unforgettable as it can get. A 
collector’s item, it will serve as your ready 
reckoner for your big day — whether you 
want to know what fashion is in vogue so 
you can dress up in the best possible finery 
or where to plan your dream destination 
wedding or what you want as the perfect gift 
or where to go for your dream honeymoon. 
It’s a great roster where the best of the best is 
showcased.

There’s also a human interest angle in 
Wedding Wows, so you get to meet real-
life couples on the pages who draw you in 
with narratives of own experiences — the 
proposal, meeting the in-laws, planning for 
the big day etc.

The design is cutting-edge and contemporary, 
and editorial packaging is done thoughtfully, 
ensuring all sensibilities are taken care of; the 
writing is international standard, yet chatty 
and engaging. 
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